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(54) Optical OFDM transmission having a variable transmission rate

(57) The present invention provides a method and
system for transmitting data over an optical channel using
OFDM with a variable transmission rate. Such method
and system feeds an essentially constant transmission
power over a predetermined OFDM bandwidth into the

optical channel. In an embodiment, at least two OFDM
subcarriers may be modulated with signal information
derived from a single word of an OFDM symbol. Further
thereto, the frequency spacing between the transmitted
OFDM subcarriers may be changed.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an optical
OFDM transmission method and system having a varia-
ble transmission rate.
[0002] OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Modu-
lation) is in widespread use both in wire-bound and wire-
less telecommunications. Examples of OFDM based
communications systems include DSL and WLAN ac-
cording to IEEE 802.11G.
[0003] In an OFDM system a digital stream to be trans-
mitted is divided into a plurality of data words which are
grouped to OFDM symbols. Each OFDM symbol com-
prises a plurality of subcarriers. Each OFDM subcarrier
is modulated by one word consisting of at least one bit.
The OFDM subcarriers may be modulated by BPSK,
QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM modulation schemes, for ex-
ample. The OFDM subcarriers are orthogonal to each
other. Orthogonality within the context of OFDM is de-
fined such that an OFDM subcarrier has its maximum at
a frequency, where the amplitude of a neighbouring
OFDM subcarrier is zero. Therefore, distortions between
the subcarriers can be reduced significantly. The plurality
of OFDM subcarriers are distributed over a predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band.
[0004] For terrestrial long distance communications
optical transport networks are used. The physical chan-
nel of such optical transport network is defined by a fibre
connecting a transmitter and a receiver. Such optical
transport networks are defined, for example, by ITU
standard G.709, such as OTU1 having a line rate of ap-
proximately 2.7 Gbit/s, OTU2 having a line rate of ap-
proximately 10.7 Gbit/s and OTU3 having a line rate of
approximately 43 Gbit/s.
[0005] In order to increase the maximum payload of
an optical fibre connecting two network nodes, wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) may be used. The
optical signals may be generated by lasers emitting dif-
ferent wavelength and separate optical modulators. As
receivers photo diodes may be used. For feeding the
different wavelengths into a fibre and for separating the
different wavelengths prior to a receiver a so-called op-
tical add/drop multiplexer (OADM) may be used. Such
OADM may comprise a cascaded dielectric multi layer
filter, cascaded fibre-Bragg grating or arrayed waveguide
gratings (AWG), for example.
[0006] Currently, so-called DWDM (Dense Wave-
length Division Multiplex) systems according to ITU-T G.
692 are in use. In such systems, 81 channels, each hav-
ing a spacing of 0.4 nm corresponding to an optical fre-
quency spacing of 50 GHz, are arranged around a wave-
length of 1550 nm, corresponding to an optical frequency
of 193.1 THz. Accordingly, the 81 channels are arranged
in a spacing of 50 GHz (0.4 nm) from an optical frequency
of 192.1 THz (1560.61 nm) to an optical frequency of
196.1 THz (1528.77 nm).
[0007] The maximum transmission distance of an op-
tical signal is limited by the noise of optical amplifiers,

the chromatic dispersion of the fibre and the linear signal
distortion resulting therefrom, and by non linear signal
distortions resulting from the Kerr effect. The Kerr effect
can lead to self phase modulation (SPM) within a WDM
channel, cross phase modulation (SPM) and the like. Ac-
cording to the Kerr effect, the diffraction index of an op-
tical fibre is a function of the intensity or the power of a
light beam transmitted by the fibre: 

wherein n is the actual refraction index, no is the nominal
refraction index, δ is a constant depending on the material
of the fibre and J is the intensity or the power of the beam
transmitted by the fibre.
[0008] Accordingly, a light beam transmitted in an op-
tical fibre must not exceed a predetermined maximum
intensity to keep distortions due to the Kerr effect below
a predetermined level. Therefore, optical amplifiers are
required after transmitting the WDM signals over a dis-
tance of approximately 80 km to several hundred kilom-
eters. Such optical amplifiers may be based on a fibre
amplifier, erbium doped fibre amplifier or Raman ampli-
fier, for example. In a fibre amplifier, such as an erbium
doped fibre amplifier, the optical signals are amplified in
a fibre doped by a suitable material, such as erbium. The
amplifier is isolated from the transmission fibre by an op-
tical isolator. The required pumping power is fed into the
doped fibre by a wavelength coupler. The Raman ampli-
fier is based on the stimulated Raman scattering, in which
additionally to the light used for transmission pumping
light is introduced into the fibre. It is to be noted, that such
optical amplifiers apply the same gain to each optical
wavelength. I.e. each of the before mentioned channels
from 1528.77 nm to 1560.61 nm is amplified by the same
amplification value.
[0009] By applying OFDM to a WDM system, even
higher transmission rates can be achieved and such sys-
tem is typically less sensitive with respect to distortions.
[0010] Preferably, an optical OFDM transmitter for a
WDM system transmits signals having different transmis-
sion rates. However, if the transmission rate of an optical
OFDM transmitter is changed, also the spectral width of
the transmitted OFDM signal changes which may impact
the maximum distance of the signal transmission.
[0011] Transmission of optical signals in a fibre is lim-
ited to a maximum distance due to the attenuation of the
optical signal in the fibre and the optical signal to noise
ratio (OSNR) required for signal reception and demodu-
lation. In a conventional transmission system not using
OFDM, the maximum distance is achieved by transmit-
ting at a low bit rate which does generally not require a
high OSNR. When using OFDM, transmission at a low
payload transmission rate results in a reduction of the
overall launch power which typically results in reduced
distance transmission.
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[0012] In order to vary the payload transmission rate
of an OFDM system, it may be possible to vary the
number of allocated subcarriers, the number of transmit-
ted bits per subcarrier and/or constellation symbol rate
per subcarrier and the OFDM symbol rate. Thereby,
when signals are transmitted by a lower payload trans-
mission rate, typically the spectral width of the OFDM
signal is reduced. Due to low spectral width of low trans-
mission rate OFDM signals nonlinear limitations of fiber
require a low optical power launched into the fiber. As a
result, the optical power in the receiver is low and the
available OSNR is low as well. Hence, the lower payload
transmission rate leads to a low maximum transmission
distance.
[0013] An OFDM signal having a lower spectral width
due to the lower data payload transmission rate is more
sensitive to optical noise and can typically only be trans-
mitted over a shorter distance as compared to a signal
having a high payload transmission rate. However, due
to the Kerr effect, the intensity of the optical OFDM signal
transmitted into the fibre cannot be increased. Further-
more, in a variable bit rate system, typically all channels
have the same power which is limited by the channel with
the lowest power or the channel with the lowest non-
linear threshold. These are typically the channels com-
prising low payload transmission rates which have a low
spectral width and/or which are transmitted over a high
number of spans (as typically the non-linear threshold is
reduced with an increasing number of spans). Due to the
low power, also the channels carrying higher payload
transmission rates are impacted, as the launching power
is reduced with regards to the maximum possible launch-
ing power. Consequently, the maximum transmission
distance is reduced.
[0014] Accordingly, there is a need for an improved
method and system for transmitting data over an optical
channel using OFDM with a variable transmission rate,
in particular for transmission over a long distance.
[0015] Therefore, a method for transmitting data over
an optical channel using OFDM with a variable payload
transmission rate is described. The method is directed
at transmitting data at a variable payload transmission
rate over an optical channel using OFDM. The optical
channel may comprise a predetermined OFDM frequen-
cy band which is divided into a number M of OFDM sub-
carriers. A first optical signal carrying first payload data
with a first payload transmission rate may be transmitted
with a first transmission power. In such cases, the method
may comprise the step of transmitting a second optical
signal carrying second payload data with a second pay-
load transmission rate different from the first payload
transmission rate with a second transmission power dis-
tributed over the predetermined OFDM frequency band.
The first and second transmission power may be equal
or essentially equal. In other words, the second optical
signal may be transmitted at the same transmission pow-
er as the first optical signal, even though their payload
transmission rates differ. In particular, the second pay-

load transmission rate may be smaller than the first pay-
load transmission rate.
[0016] The method may further comprise the step of
dividing the second payload data into a plurality of suc-
cessive OFDM symbols, each OFDM symbol having a
number N of words and each word comprising at least
one bit. N may be smaller than M. Furthermore, the meth-
od may comprise the step of assigning the N words to N
of the M OFDM subcarriers, respectively. These N of the
M OFDM subcarrier may be referred to as the assigned
OFDM subcarriers. In addition, the method may comprise
the step of assigning a word of the number N of words
to an unassigned subcarrier of the M OFDM subcarriers.
The assigning steps may comprise modulating an OFDM
subcarrier with a word. This step may yield the second
optical signal.
[0017] In an embodiment, the first optical signal carries
the first payload data using all of the M OFDM subcarri-
ers. Furthermore, the first optical signal and the second
optical signal may use the same modulation scheme. The
method may comprise the step of assigning a word of
the N words to all unassigned subcarriers of the M OFDM
subcarriers.
[0018] It should be noted that the N assigned subcar-
riers may be adjacent subcarriers in the predetermined
OFDM frequency band. The N words may be assigned
to the N assigned subcarriers in a first order and words
of the N words may be assigned to at least a portion of
the unassigned subcarriers in a second order. The sec-
ond order may correspond to the first order, or the second
order may be reverse to the first order.
[0019] In this context, it should be noted that the pay-
load transmission rate may differ from the actual data
transmission rate. By assigning a word to a plurality of
OFDM subcarriers, the actual data transmission rate may
be higher than the payload transmission rate. The pay-
load transmission rate should be understood as the bit
rate of the payload data entering an OFDM transmitter,
which is not necessarily the same as the data transmis-
sion rate, i.e. the bit rate, comprised in the optical signal
leaving an OFDM transmitter.
[0020] The method may further comprise the step of
scrambling data comprised in the at least one of the N
words, wherein said scrambling comprises one of: inver-
sion, delaying and/or phase shifting of the data. Typically
the scrambling step is performed prior to assigning a word
of the N words to an unassigned subcarrier.
[0021] It should be noted that a portion of the M OFDM
subcarriers may be inactive for the transmission of the
second optical signal, wherein the inactive portion of the
M OFDM subcarriers may be surrounded by two active
OFDM subcarriers, thereby yielding an increased fre-
quency spacing between adjacent active OFDM subcar-
riers. The method may comprise the step of increasing
a transmission power of the active OFDM subcarriers.
Typically, the cumulated transmission power of the active
OFDM subcarriers corresponds to the second transmis-
sion power. As such, the transmission power of the active
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OFDM subcarriers may be increased such that the cu-
mulated transmission power is equal or substantially
equal to the first transmission power.
[0022] According to another aspect, a method is de-
scribed which may comprise the step of dividing a first
input digital data stream to be transmitted having a first
payload transmission rate and/or a second input digital
data stream to be transmitted having a second payload
transmission rate into a plurality of successive OFDM
symbols, each OFDM symbol having a plurality of words,
each word having at least one bit, wherein the first pay-
load transmission rate may be higher than the second
payload transmission rate. The dividing step may be per-
formed in the electric domain. In a further step that may
also be performed in the electric domain, a plurality of
OFDM subcarriers within a predetermined OFDM fre-
quency band may be modulated based on each succes-
sive OFDM symbol, wherein a modulated optical signal
may be generated and wherein each word modulates
one OFDM subcarrier. The modulated optical signal may
be transmitted over the optical channel, wherein the mod-
ulated optical signal has a first transmission power dis-
tributed over the predetermined OFDM frequency band,
if the first digital data steam is input. If a different payload
transmission rate is required, e.g. if the second digital
data steam is input, the modulated optical signal is trans-
mitted over the optical channel, wherein the modulated
optical signal has a second transmission power distrib-
uted over the predetermined OFDM frequency band. The
first and second transmission power may be equal or
essentially equal. Essentially equal means in the context
of this application that the difference between the first
and second transmission power is less than approxi-
mately +/-10 % or approximately +/- 0.458 dB. Preferably,
essentially equal means a difference of less than approx-
imately +/- 5 % or approximately +/- 0.223 dB. The trans-
mitted data may comprise any sort of data, such as voice
data, television, data files, internet communication,
telematics, VPNs and the like. The first payload trans-
mission rate may be the maximum transmission rate of
the optical OFDM transmitter.
[0023] By transmitting the modulated OFDM subcarri-
ers by an essentially constant power over the predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band, distortions caused by the
Kerr effect can be reduced. The transmission power is
distributed over the total OFDM frequency band inde-
pendently of the payload transmission rate of the digital
signal stream. Accordingly, each channel of a WDM sys-
tem represented by one wavelength transmits a signal
having essentially the same power.
[0024] Therefore, the present document proposes to
feed the modulated OFDM signal comprising a plurality
of modulated OFDM subcarriers with an essentially con-
stant power into an optical fibre independent from the
actual payload transmission rate. Thereby, both the pre-
determined OFDM frequency band and the transmission
power can be kept essentially constant. Such system has
the advantage that network nodes in the optical domain,

such as an optical modulator, optical add/drop multiplex-
er, optical amplifier and optical demodulator, are not af-
fected by a change of the payload transmission rate (i.e.
a change of the transmission power). Further, the optical
amplifiers in the optical transport network can be oper-
ated with a constant amplification, facilitating network lay-
out and operation.
[0025] In other words, if the modulated OFDM signal
is fed with a constant power that is irrespective of the
transmission rate, nonlinearities occurring due to the Kerr
effect are reduced. Thereby it is possible to achieve a
data transmission using OFDM over a predetermined dis-
tance independent from the actual payload transmission
rate. Further, the signal is not distorted due to optical
noise and nonlinear effects.
[0026] In response to a request for changing the pay-
load transmission rate, e.g. for transmitting the second
digital data stream, at least two OFDM subcarriers may
be modulated with signal information derived from one
word. Thus, at least a part of the transmitted data is trans-
mitted in a redundant way on the at least two OFDM
subcarriers, also increasing reliability of the data trans-
mission in the optical network.
[0027] The signal information derived from the single
word before modulating one of the at least two OFDM
subcarriers may be scrambled. Scrambling in the context
of the present document may be defined as changing the
physical information without changing the logical infor-
mation. Scrambling may comprise, inter alia, inversion,
delaying and/or phase shifting of the signal information
in order to reduce influence from interference.
[0028] In response to a request for changing the pay-
load transmission rate, e.g. for transmitting the second
digital data stream, the frequency spacing between the
transmitted OFDM subcarriers may be varied. Prefera-
bly, the spacing is varied such that the redistributed sub-
carriers cover the OFDM frequency band, e.g. equally
spaced in the OFDM frequency band. It is to be noted
that in response to a request for changing the payload
transmission rate, at least two OFDM subcarriers may
be modulated with signal information derived from a sin-
gle word and/or the frequency spacing between the trans-
mitted OFDM subcarriers may be changed. When chang-
ing the frequency spacing between the transmitted
OFDM subcarriers, the number of the OFDM subcarriers
may be changed as well. I.e. if the spacing between the
OFDM subcarriers is increased, the number of OFDM
subcarriers can be reduced. If less OFDM subcarriers
are transmitted within the predetermined OFDM frequen-
cy band, the transmission power of the farther spaced
apart OFDM subcarriers can be increased. Thereby, the
total l transmission power for all OFDM subcarriers dis-
tributed over the predetermined OFDM frequency band
can be kept constant.
[0029] According to a further aspect, a method for re-
ceiving data at a variable payload transmission rate over
an optical channel using OFDM is described. The optical
channel may comprise a predetermined OFDM frequen-
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cy band which is divided into a number M of OFDM sub-
carriers. A first optical signal carrying first payload data
with a first payload transmission rate may be received at
a first power. The method may comprise the step of re-
ceiving a second optical signal carrying second payload
data with a second payload transmission rate at a second
power distributed over the predetermined OFDM fre-
quency band. The first payload transmission rate may be
higher than the second payload transmission rate and
the first and second power may be equal or essentially
equal thereby providing a higher second power-to-pay-
load-transmission-rate ratio than a first power-to-pay-
load-transmission-rate ratio. The method may comprise
the further step of extracting the second payload data
using the increased second power-to-payload-transmis-
sion-rate ratio.
[0030] If at a corresponding transmitter a portion of the
second payload data, e.g. a word, has been modulated
onto at least two of the M OFDM subcarriers, the method
may comprise the step of extracting signal information
from the at least two of the M OFDM subcarriers; and
exploiting redundancy from the extracted signal informa-
tion to determine the portion of the second payload data
by at least one of: averaging the extracted signal infor-
mation, Viterbi-processing the extracted signal informa-
tion, or majority voting based on values derived from the
extracted signal information. Furthermore, the method
may comprise the step of descrambling signal informa-
tion extracted from a subcarrier of the at least two of the
M OFDM subcarriers, wherein said descrambling com-
prises at least one of: inversion, delaying and/or phase
shifting of the extracted signal information.
[0031] As indicated above, a method for receiving data
over an optical channel using OFDM with a variable pay-
load transmission rate is described. The method may
comprise the steps receiving a modulated optical signal
comprising a plurality of OFDM subcarriers within a pre-
determined OFDM frequency band from an optical chan-
nel, demodulating the modulated optical signal having
the plurality of OFDM subcarriers, assigning signal infor-
mation detected in each OFDM subcarrier to a word of
an OFDM symbol having at least one bit, assigning the
words to one OFDM symbol, and successively outputting
the demodulated OFDM symbols as a digital stream. The
step of assigning the signal information or the step of
assigning the words may include the step of combining
signal information derived from a plurality of OFDM sub-
carriers and assigning the combined signal information
to one word, if a payload transmission rate lower than
the maximum payload transmission rate is received. If
the maximum payload transmission rate of the OFDM
transmission system is received, signal information de-
rived from each OFDM subcarrier typically is assigned
to a different word. Depending on the required payload
transmission rate the assignment of signal information
derived from the OFDM subcarriers to the words may be
changed. Alternatively or additionally, the spacing be-
tween the subcarriers to be received may be changed in

response to a required payload transmission rate. It is to
be understood that a suitable signaling protocol may be
provided that indicates to the receiver the frequency
spacing of the OFDM subcarriers and/or which OFDM
subcarrier(s) has/have to be assigned to which word.
[0032] If the signal information detected in a plurality
of OFDM subcarriers is associated to one transmitted
word, payload is transmitted and received multiple times
in a redundant way. The payload may be transmitted at
least twice. The payload may also be at least partially
mirrored. It is also possible to transmit the actual payload
and at least partially inverted payload distributed over
each OFDM symbol.
[0033] When assigning or associating signal informa-
tion detected in a plurality of OFDM subcarriers to a single
word, the signal information detected in the at least two
OFDM subcarriers may be averaged, Viterbi-processed
or the subject to a majority voting. Thereby, the influence
of distortions incurred during transmission can be further
reduced. Consequently, the overall bit error rate should
be improved. It is also possible to provide a plurality of
threshold receiver units for the subcarriers and to process
the information received for the plurality of OFDM sub-
carriers to be assigned to the single word by determining
the most probable transmitted information (decision).
[0034] The method for receiving data over an optical
channel using OFDM with a variable payload transmis-
sion rate may also comprise the step of descrambling
the signal information detected in at least one of the
OFDM subcarriers, which are assigned to or associated
with the single word. Descrambling preferably includes
inversion, delaying and/or phase shifting of the signal
information. Due to the redundant signal transmission
the data communication is less sensitive to distortions
and interference.
[0035] According to a further aspect, an optical OFDM
transmitter configured to transmit data at a variable pay-
load transmission rate over an optical channel is de-
scribed. The optical channel may comprise a predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band which is divided into a
number M of OFDM subcarriers. A first optical signal car-
rying first payload data with a first payload transmission
rate may be transmitted with a first transmission power.
The OFDM transmitter may comprise a demultiplexer
configured to divide second payload data into a plurality
of successive OFDM symbols, each OFDM symbol hav-
ing a number N of words, each word comprising at least
one bit. Furthermore, the transmitter may comprise a
mapping unit configured to modulate a word of the N
words onto a subcarrier of the M subcarriers; thereby
yielding a second optical signal carrying second payload
data with a second payload transmission rate different
from the first payload transmission rate with a second
transmission power distributed over the predetermined
OFDM frequency band. The first and second transmis-
sion power may be essentially equal.
[0036] The transmitter may comprise an assignment
unit and/or transmitter controller configured to assign a
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word of the N words to at least two subcarriers of the
number M of subcarriers; and/or deactivate a portion of
the M OFDM subcarriers for the transmission of the sec-
ond optical signal, wherein the inactive portion of the M
OFDM subcarriers may be surrounded by two active
OFDM subcarriers, thereby yielding an increased fre-
quency spacing between adjacent active OFDM subcar-
riers and increase a transmission power of the active
OFDM subcarriers. According to another aspect, an op-
tical OFDM receiver, configured to receive data at a var-
iable payload transmission rate over an optical channel
is described. The optical channel may comprise a pre-
determined OFDM frequency band which is divided into
a number M of OFDM subcarriers. A first optical signal
carrying first payload data with a first payload transmis-
sion rate may be received at a first power. The optical
receiver may comprising a reception unit configured to
receive a second optical signal carrying second payload
data with a second payload transmission rate at a second
power distributed over the predetermined OFDM fre-
quency band. The first payload transmission rate may be
higher than the second payload transmission rate. The
first and second power may be essentially equal thereby
providing a higher second power-to-payload-transmis-
sion-rate ratio than a first power-to-payload-transmis-
sion-rate ratio. The receiver may further comprise a
processing unit configured to extract the second payload
data using the increased second power-to-payload-
transmission-rate ratio.
[0037] It may be assumed that at a corresponding
transmitter the second payload data has been divided
into a plurality of successive OFDM symbols, each
OFDM symbol having a number N of words, each word
comprising at least one bit. Furthermore, it may be as-
sumed that N is smaller than M, and at least one of the
N words has been modulated onto at least two of the M
OFDM subcarriers. In such cases, the processing unit
may comprise a receiver controller and a data assign-
ment unit configured to extract signal information from
the at least two of the M OFDM subcarriers; and exploit
redundancy from the extracted signal information by at
least one of: averaging the extracted signal information,
Viterbi-processing the extracted signal information, or
majority voting based on values derived from the extract-
ed signal information.
[0038] According to another aspect, a WDM network
is described. The network may comprise a first OFDM
transmitter configured to transmit a first optical signal at
a first wavelength, the first optical signal carrying first
payload data with a first payload transmission rate with
a first transmission power. Furthermore, the network may
comprise a second OFDM transmitter according to any
of the aspects outlined in the present document. The sec-
ond transmitter may be configured to transmit a second
optical signal at a second wavelength, the second optical
signal carrying second payload data with a second pay-
load transmission rate with a second transmission power.
The first payload transmission rate may be different from

the second payload transmission rate; and the first and
second transmission power may be equal or essentially
equal.
[0039] In particular, the first payload transmission rate
may be higher than the second payload transmission
rate, thereby providing a higher second power-to-pay-
load-transmission-rate ratio than a first power-to-pay-
load-transmission-rate ratio. The network may further
comprise an optical channel configured to transmit the
first and second optical signal and a first OFDM receiver
configured to receive the first optical signal at the first
wavelength and to extract the first payload data. Further-
more, the network may comprise a second OFDM re-
ceiver according to any of aspects outlined in the present
document. The second receiver may be configured to
receive the second optical signal at the second wave-
length and to extract the second payload data using the
increased second power-to-payload-transmission-rate
ratio.
[0040] According to a further aspect, an optical trans-
mission system is described. The system may comprise
an optical channel, a first optical OFDM transmitter
adapted to transmit a digital data stream with a first pay-
load transmission rate and to feed a first OFDM signal in
a first predetermined OFDM frequency band by output-
ting a first transmission power over the first predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band into the optical channel
and a second optical OFDM transmitter adapted to trans-
mit a digital data stream with a second payload transmis-
sion rate and to feed a second OFDM signal in a second
predetermined OFDM frequency band by outputting a
second transmission power over the second predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band into the optical channel.
The second payload transmission rate may be lower than
the first payload transmission rate and the first and sec-
ond transmission power may be equal or essentially
equal. The first transmission rate may be the maximum
payload transmission rate of the first or second transmit-
ter. The first and second transmitters may each be adapt-
ed to transmit the first or second payload transmission
rate. The first and second OFDM frequency band may
be essentially equal.
[0041] The first and second optical OFDM transmitter
may be located at the same network node or in a network
node remote from each other. Such network installations
may be located in different cities. The optical transmis-
sion system preferably comprises an optical add/drop
multiplexer and an optical amplifier.
[0042] Since the first OFDM signal having the first pay-
load transmission rate and the second OFDM signal hav-
ing the second payload transmission rate are fed with
the same power into the optical channel, the optical net-
work elements are not affected from the different payload
transmission rates.
[0043] According to an embodiment, the first optical
OFDM transmitter transmits the first OFDM signal using
a first optical wavelength into the optical channel and the
second optical OFDM transmitter transmits the second
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OFDM signal using a second optical wavelength into the
optical channel. Thus, the optical transmission system
may be a WDM or DWDM system, as mentioned before.
[0044] As indicated above, the present document also
relates to an optical OFDM transmitter comprising a di-
vider or demultiplexer adapted to divide a digital stream
into a plurality of successive OFDM symbols, each
OFDM symbol having a plurality of words, each word
having at least one bit. The optical OFDM transmitter
may further comprise a modulator adapted to modulate
a plurality of OFDM subcarriers within a predetermined
OFDM frequency band based on each successive OFDM
symbol by generating a modulated signal, wherein each
word modulates one OFDM subcarrier. The divider and
modulator are preferably electronic components that
may be realized by a digital signal processor and a suit-
able computer program product. The optical OFDM
transmitter comprises a transmitter unit adapted to trans-
mit said modulated signal into the optical channel by out-
putting the first or second transmission power distributed
over the predetermined first or second OFDM frequency
band. The transmitter unit may convert an electrical sig-
nal into an optical signal. Such optical OFDM transmitter
may be comprised in the optical transmission system as
first and/or second optical OFDM transmitter.
[0045] The optical OFDM transmitter may comprise a
first transmitter controller adapted to control the optical
OFDM transmitter such as to modulate at least two
OFDM subcarriers with signal information derived from
one word, in response to transmitting the digital data
stream with the second payload transmission rate, i.e.
reducing the payload transmission rate from the first to
the second payload transmission rate. When transmitting
the first payload transmission rate, each OFDM subcar-
rier is modulated with information derived from a different
word. The optical OFDM transmitter may also include a
scrambler adapted to scramble the signal information de-
rived from the single word before the modulator modu-
lates one of the at least two OFDM subcarriers modulated
with the signal information derived from the single word.
The scrambling may include inversion, delaying and/or
phase shifting of the signal information. Alternatively or
additionally to the first transmitter controller, the optical
OFDM transmitter may comprise a second transmitter
controller adapted to control the modulator such as to
increase, in response to transmitting the digital data
stream having the reduced second payload transmission
rate, the frequency spacing between the transmitted
OFDM subcarriers.
[0046] As indicated above, the application also relates
to an optical OFDM receiver comprising a receiver unit
adapted to receive a modulated signal comprising a plu-
rality of OFDM subcarriers within a predetermined OFDM
frequency band from an optical channel. Preferably, the
receiver unit converts the optical signal into an electrical
signal. The optical OFDM receiver may further comprise
a demodulator adapted to demodulate each OFDM sub-
carrier to be received. An assignment unit of the optical

OFDM receiver is adapted to assign signal information
in each OFDM subcarrier to a word having at least one
bit. The optical OFDM receiver may further comprise a
combiner adapted to combine the words to one OFDM
symbol, and an outputting unit adapted to successively
output the demodulated OFDM symbols as a digital
stream. A receiver controller of the optical OFDM receiver
is adapted to control the assignment unit such as to as-
sign or associate the signal information derived from a
plurality of OFDM subcarriers to one word, in response
to receiving the digital data stream having the reduced
second payload transmission rate. Alternatively or addi-
tionally the receiver controller may be adapted to change
the spacing of the OFDM subcarriers to be received in
response to the reduced second payload transmission
rate. Such optical OFDM receivers may be part of the
optical transmission system.
[0047] The optical OFDM receiver may receive infor-
mation from the optical system signaling about the as-
signment of the signal information to a word and the fre-
quency spacing of the OFDM subcarriers. Such signaling
information may be provided by the corresponding optical
OFDM transmitter. The optical OFDM receiver may fur-
ther comprise a decision unit receiving the plurality of
signal information to be assigned to the single word and
being adapted to average the signal information detected
in a plurality of OFDM subcarriers, Viterbi-process the
signal information detected in a plurality of OFDM sub-
carriers, or perform a majority voting based on values
derived from the signal information detected in a plurality
of OFDM subcarriers, wherein the assignment unit is
adapted to assign the output of the decision unit to the
single word.
[0048] Upon transmitting a digital data stream, in re-
sponse to the required payload transmission rate, the
assignment of words of an OFDM symbol to OFDM sub-
carriers and/or the spacing between the OFDM subcar-
riers may be changed. Upon receiving a digital data
stream, in response to the required payload transmission
rate, the assignment of words of OFDM subcarriers to
an OFDM symbol and/or the spacing between the OFDM
subcarriers may be changed. In order to change the pay-
load transmission rate of the optical OFDM transmitter
the modulation method for modulating one subcarrier
may be changed.
[0049] The application also relates to an optical trans-
ceiver comprising the optical OFDM transmitter and the
optical OFDM receiver.
[0050] It should be noted that the above mentioned
aspects may be combined with one another or extracted
from one another in various ways. In particular, all pos-
sible claim and feature combinations are considered to
be disclosed by the present document. Furthermore, the
aspects and features outlined in relation with a system
are equally applicable in relation to the corresponding
method.
[0051] The invention is now explained with reference
to the accompanying drawings, showing exemplary em-
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bodiments, wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of an optical OFDM
transmitter;

Figure 2 shows a frequency diagram of the plurality
of OFDM subcarriers;

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of an optical
OFDM receiver;

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of an optical
transport network using WDM;

Figures 5a to 5e show schematic OFDM subcarrier
spectra according to a first and second embodiment
of the present application;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of an optical OFDM
transmitter of the present application; and

Figure 7 shows a frequency diagram of the plurality
of OFDM subcarriers of the present application.

[0052] The operation of an optical OFDM transmitter
is schematically explained with respect to figure 1. A dig-
ital data stream z[n] that may also comprise voice data
is supplied to a divider or demultiplexer 10 dividing the
digital stream into a plurality of successive OFDM sym-
bols. Each OFDM symbol comprises a plurality of words
W0 - WN-1 , wherein each word comprises at least one
bit. Each word W0 - WN-1 is passed to a constellation
modulator 12. Each constellation modulator transforms
the word into a signal space constellation by applying a
digital modulation scheme, such as ASK, PSK, QPSK,
MPSK and QAM. Each constellation modulator 12 may
use a different form of digital modulation or all constella-
tion modulators 12 may use the same form of digital mod-
ulation.
[0053] The constellation data X0 - XN-1 is supplied to
a mapping unit 14 comprising an inverse Fourier trans-
form unit. The mapping unit 14 assigns each of the con-
stellation data X0 - XN-1 to an OFDM subcarrier by using
the inverse Fourier transform unit. For example, the con-
stellation data X0 may be assigned to the OFDM subcar-
rier having the lowest frequency and the constellation
data XN-1 may be assigned to the OFDM subcarrier hav-
ing the highest frequency. The real and imaginary part
of the inverse fast Fourier transform signal Re, Im are
supplied to digital/analog converters 16, 18 and thereaf-
ter supplied to an optical I/Q modulator 22. The I/Q mod-
ulator 22 is also supplied with laser light having a prede-
termined wavelength from laser diode 20. After modulat-
ing the light beam emitted from the laser diode 20 by the
optical I/Q modulator 22, the modulated light beam is fed
into fibre 24 and passed to an optical add/drop multiplexer
(not shown) in order to be added as a particular wave-
length to a fibre for transporting the signal over a WDM

system (not shown). The laser diode 20 and the I/Q mod-
ulator 22 are shown as separate components. Alterna-
tively, the laser diode 20 may be directly modulated with-
out the I/Q modulator 22 if the chirp effect is negligible,
i.e. the chirp effect is low with respect to the spacing of
the available wavelength in a WDM system.
[0054] Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing the
frequencies of the OFDM subcarriers in the frequency
domain. The first OFDM subcarrier 2 carries the informa-
tion of the first word W0, the second OFDM subcarrier 4
transmits the information related to the second word W1,
the third OFDM subcarrier 6 transmits the information
related to the third word WN-2 and the fourth OFDM sub-
carrier 8 transmits information related to the fourth word
WN-1. All four OFDM subcarriers are arranged within a
predetermined OFDM frequency band around center fre-
quency f0. It is to be noted that each OFDM subcarrier
has its maximum amplitude A at a frequency, at which
the amplitude of a neighboring subcarrier is zero. Accord-
ingly, no distortion arises from neighboring subcarriers
(intra-symbol interference). The modulated subcarriers
are transmitted during a predetermined time interval over
an optical channel, the so-called symbol interval. Be-
tween two consecutive symbols a so-called guard inter-
val may be foreseen, in which no payload data is trans-
mitted in order to ensure that interference between two
consecutive symbols can be suppressed (inter-symbol
interference). The guard interval enables also that dis-
tortions arising from reflections, echo, multipath recep-
tion and the like can be suppressed. The stream of OFDM
symbols in the predetermined OFDM frequency band has
a comparably low rate due to the comparably long symbol
duration and the guard interval between the OFDM sym-
bols. However, since a plurality of OFDM subcarriers are
transmitted in parallel for a single OFDM symbol, higher
payload transmission rates can be achieved compared
to a single carrier modulated by a digital modulation meth-
od such as ASK, PSK, QPDK, MPSK and QAM, for ex-
ample.
[0055] Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of an op-
tical OFDM receiver. A fibre 30 is connected to a drop
terminal of an optical add/drop multiplexer (not shown)
dropping the particular wavelength from an optical trans-
port fibre of an WDM system. The fibre 30 is also con-
nected to an optical I/Q demodulator 32. An optical re-
ceiver unit, such as at least one PIN diode, in the optical
I/Q demodulator 32 receives the OFDM signal transmit-
ted over the optical transport network. The in-phase and
quadrature-phase signals output from the optical I/Q de-
modulator 32 are passed to analog/digital converters 40
and 42 in order to generate the real part Re and imaginary
part Im, respectively, of the received signal.
[0056] The real part Re and the imaginary part 1m are
supplied to an inverse mapping unit 44 having a fast Fou-
rier transform unit. Particularly, the inverse mapping unit
44 outputs first signal information Y0 received over the

first OFDM subcarrier 2, second subcarrier information
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Y1 received over the second OFDM subcarrier 4, third

signal information YN-2 received over the third OFDM

subcarrier 6 and fourth signal information YN-1 received

over the fourth OFDM subcarrier 8. Such signal informa-
tion is supplied to a plurality of symbol detectors 46 acting
as an assignment unit. The symbol detectors 46 assign
the plurality of signal information Y0 to YN-1 to a plurality

of words W0 to WN-1, respectively. During the duration

of a single OFDM symbol the words W0 to WN-1 constitute

an estimate of the received OFDM symbol. An outputting
unit 48 successively outputs the received plurality of

OFDM symbols as a serial data stream  [n].
[0057] The components of the transmitter such as the
divider 10, the constellation modulator 12 and the map-
ping unit 14 may be implemented as software running on
a digital signal processor. However, these components
may also be discrete components or implemented by an
ASIC or the like. Also the inverse mapping unit 44, the
symbol detectors and the outputting unit 48 of the optical
OFDM receiver may be implemented by software running
on a DSP, by discrete components or by an ASIC or the
like.
[0058] Figure 4 shows a WDM transport network, par-
ticularly a DWDM, optical transport network as an exam-
ple suitable for applying the proposed concept. The op-
tical transport network comprises a plurality of optical net-
work nodes 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60. Each optical network
node may comprise an optical transceiver having an op-
tical transmitter and an optical receiver. The optical net-
work nodes may each comprise an optical add/drop mul-
tiplexer. The optical network nodes are connected to op-
tical fibres 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72. As mentioned before,
the optical add/drop multiplexer can add an optical signal
transmitted by an optical transmitter to an optical fibre,
and can also drop an optical signal from an optical fibre
and supply such optical signal to an optical receiver.
[0059] The first optical network node 50 adds a first
optical signal WL1 having a first wavelength (i.e. a first
optical channel) to the optical fibre 62 by the optical trans-
mitter and the optical add/drop multiplexer of the first net-
work node 50. The first optical signal is transmitted via
the optical add/drop multiplexer of the second optical net-
work node 52 to the second optical fibre 64. The first
optical signal is dropped by the optical add/drop multi-
plexer of the third optical network node 54 from the fibre
and supplied to the optical receiver of the transceiver of
the third optical network node 54.
[0060] In the same manner a second optical signal
WL2 (second optical channel) is added by the second
optical network node 52 to the second optical fibre 64,
and transmitted via the third optical network node 54 to
the third optical fibre 66. The fourth optical network node
56 drops the second optical signal from the optical fibre.
[0061] It is to be noted that both the first optical signal
and the second optical signal are transmitted by the sec-
ond optical fibre 64. The first optical signal WL1 and the

second optical signal WL2 have different wavelengths.
The wavelength may be arranged as defined by the rec-
ommendation of ITU-T G.692, i.e. in a spacing of 0.4 nm
(∆f = 50 GHz), from 1528.27 nm (fmax = 196.1THz) to
1560.61 nm (fmin = 192.1 THz) as mentioned before.
[0062] The optical transport network may also com-
prise a plurality of optical amplifiers 74, 76, 78, 80, 82,
84, 86 that may be formed by a fibre amplifier, erbium
doped fibre amplifier and Raman amplifier, for example.
In a preferred embodiment, an amplifier of the optical
transport network applies a constant gain to all wave-
length transmitted in the WDM system. More preferably,
all amplifiers in the optical transport network apply the
same constant gain to all wavelength transmitted in the
WDM system. This becomes possible because all WDM
channels operate having the same power irrespective of
their respective transmission rates.
[0063] Reference is made to figures 5a to 5e showing
the power of an OFDM signal versus the frequency,
wherein the abscissa denotes the frequency and the or-
dinate notes the power.
[0064] Figure 5a shows schematically a plurality of
OFDM subcarriers arranged within a predetermined
OFDM frequency band also called OFDM bandwidth.
The plurality of neighbouring OFDM subcarriers are not
displayed as a separate OFDM subcarrier but schemat-
ically shown as shaded area 85 in the predetermined
OFDM frequency band. Each OFDM subcarrier is trans-
mitted by a predetermined power amplitude A1. The total
power outputted into an optical fibre by an optical OFDM
transmitter is the integral (or sum) over the amplitude of
each OFDM subcarrier and the OFDM frequency band.
Thus, if an optical transmitter is operated according figure
5a, a first payload transmission rate is achieved and a
first transmission power over the predetermined OFDM
frequency band is output into the optical fibre.
[0065] Figure 5b shows a case in which a lower pay-
load transmission rate is required. Particularly, the pay-
load transmission rate required in the case of figure 5b
is approximately a third of the first payload transmission
rate according to the case of figure 5a. Thus, approxi-
mately only a third of the OFDM subcarriers within the
predetermined OFDM frequency band are allocated.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5b by the shaded area 86. There-
fore, in the case of figure 5b, approximately only one third
of the total power distributed over the predetermined
OFDM frequency band is output into the optical fibre by
the optical OFDM transmitter.
[0066] All OFDM subcarriers are transmitted with the
amplitude A1, which is the same amplitude as in the case
of figure 5a. However, it is not possible to increase the
amplitude of the OFDM subcarriers for extending the
maximum possible distance for transmitting the optical
signal in the optical fibre. An increase of the amplitude
would give rise to the Kerr effect, which leads to a self-
phase modulation, since the refraction index of the optical
fibre may be a function of the intensity of the transmitted
light beam, as mentioned before. If self-phase modula-
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tion (SPM) occurs, distortions between the OFDM sub-
carriers increase (intra-symbol interference). The Kerr
effect may also lead to distortions between the beams
having different optical wavelengths of a WDM system
which are transported in a single fibre. This effect is typ-
ically referred to as cross phase modulation (XDM)
[0067] Figure 5c shows another OFDM subcarrier ar-
rangement in which the same effective payload trans-
mission rate as in the case of 5b is achieved, which is
approximately one third of the payload transmission rate
required in the case of figure 5a.
[0068] According to an embodiment, the present ap-
plication proposes to transmit redundant payload multi-
ple times as shown in figure 5c. Figure 5c shows a case
in which the plurality of OFDM subcarriers is transmitting
redundant information. I.e. all subcarriers in the OFDM
frequency band are used for transmission of the lower
payload transmission rate. The additional subcarriers
carry redundant copies of the payload data. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5b, where the payload data carrier by the
group of subcarriers 86 is copied to other groups of sub-
carrier 87, 88. Thereby, the power integral over the pre-
determined OFDM frequency band remains constant
compared to the case of figure 5a. Therefore, the same
OSNR is achieved as in the case of figure 5a. As men-
tioned above, at least two OFDM subcarriers, e.g. com-
prised in the group of subcarriers 86 and 87, may transmit
a signal derived from a single OFDM word, meaning the
subcarrier signals being selected from constellations
based on the same payload data. The information trans-
mitted in at least one of the subcarriers may be scram-
bled. This is illustrated in Fig. 5e, where additional modes
of redundant transmission of payload data over a plurality
of subcarriers is shown. Fig. 5e illustrates the case of
Fig. 5d, where the payload carried over a first group of
subcarriers 91 is copied to additional groups of subcarrier
90, 92 in order to fill up the predetermined OFDM fre-
quency band. Alternatively or in addition, the payload car-
ried over a first group of subcarriers 94 may be copied
to other groups of subcarrier 93, 95 in a mirrored fashion,
e.g. such that the payload in the highest subcarrier of
group 94 corresponds to the payload in the lowest sub-
carrier of group 95 and/or such that the payload in the
lowest subcarrier of group 94 corresponds to the payload
in the highest subcarrier of group 93. Alternatively or in
addition, the assignment of the payload to redundant sub-
carriers may be performed in a pseudo-random or scram-
bled fashion. The payload of a subcarrier of group 97
may be assigned to a subcarrier of group 98 in a pseudo-
random fashion which may differ from the assignment to
a subcarrier of group 96.
[0069] In consequence of the above described multiple
assignment of payload to subcarriers, the optical signal
having the lower payload transmission rate can be trans-
mitted over the same distance as in the case of figure
5a. Thus, the present application ensures that a constant
power is transmitted over the constant predetermined
OFDM frequency band, independent of the required pay-

load transmission rate. This is because all OFDM sub-
carriers are used for transmission.
[0070] In figure 5d a plurality of OFDM subcarriers 89
is distributed over the predetermined OFDM frequency
band with a higher subcarrier spacing compared to fig-
ures 5a to 5c. The payload transmission rate is lower and
less OFDM subcarriers are used in the case shown in
figure 5d compared to the case shown in figure 5a, In
figure 5d only a third of the available OFDM subcarriers
are used for data transmission. Accordingly, the available
data rate is approximately one third of the maximum pay-
load transmission rate. Since the OFDM subcarriers ac-
cording to figure 5d have a comparably large spacing,
the self phase modulation according to the Kerr effect
does not affect neighboring OFDM subcarriers. In con-
sequence, the launch power can be increased before
non-linear effects occur. As is shown in figure 5d, the
power amplitudes A2 of the OFDM subcarriers according
to figure 5d are approximately three times higher com-
pared to the case of 5a. Thereby, the same power is
distributed over the same predetermined OFDM frequen-
cy band. Accordingly, the transmitted power and occu-
pied OFDM frequency band are kept constant. Thereby,
the OFDM signal can be transmitted over the same dis-
tance as in the case of 5a without the signal being affected
by optical signal noise.
[0071] Figure 6 shows an embodiment of an optical
OFDM transmitter that is based on the optical transmitter
according to figure 1. The same or corresponding com-
ponents are designated with the same reference numer-
als and a description thereof is omitted.
[0072] The optical transmitter according to the present
application further comprises a transmitter controller 26
and data assignment unit 28 arranged between the di-
vider 10 and the constellation modulators 12. The trans-
mitter controller 26 is adapted to control the optical OFDM
transmitter such as to modulate, in response to a request
for changing the payload transmission rate, at least two
OFDM subcarriers 2, 4, 6, 8 with signal information de-
rived from one word. Particularly, the transmitter assign-
ment unit 28 assigns a word W0 - WN-1 to a plurality of
constellation modulators 12. The assignment of the
words may be changed in response to the required
(OFDM symbol) payload transmission rate. Thereby, at
least one word is transmitted by a plurality of OFDM sub-
carriers, reducing the effective payload transmission rate
and increasing redundancy. The data assignment unit
28 further comprises a scrambler 30. Scrambling in the
context of the present application means that a signal is
physically changed without changing the logical informa-
tion. The scrambler scrambles the signal information de-
rived from at least one word W0 to WN-1 before applying
such signal information to a constellation modulator 12.
The scrambler preferably applies an inversion, delaying
and/or phase shifting to at least a part of the signal infor-
mation derived from a word W0 to WN-1. For example,
the scrambler controls the sequence in which the words
are assigned to the constellation modulators 12, thus
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controlling the assignment of words to subcarriers. This
allows varying the way the redundant copies of the pay-
load data is arranged in the OFDM frequency band, e.g.
reversing the assignment of words to subcarriers for the
redundant copies of the words. The assignment unit 28
may also be arranged between the constellation modu-
lators 12 and the mapping unit 14. Thereby, the assign-
ment of the constellation data X0 - XN-1 to the OFDM
subcarriers may be controlled, i.e. one constellation sym-
bol Xn is assigned to a plurality of OFDM subcarriers. For
instance, the constellations applied to a redundant copy
of a word may be rotated or inversed compared to the
constellation applied to the original word or another re-
dundant copy of the same word.
[0073] The transmitter controller 26 may also instruct
the mapping unit 14 to change the spacing between the
used OFDM subcarriers. In other words, the transmitter
controller 26 may instruct the mapping unit 14 to skip a
certain number of OFDM subcarrier and to thereby
achieve an intermittent subcarrier assignment as shown
in Fig. 5d. Further thereto, the transmitter controller 26
may instruct the mapping unit 14 to adjust, e.g. increase,
the power amplitude, i.e. the power, of the OFDM sub-
carriers.
[0074] In figure 6 only one transmitter controller 26 is
shown. However, two transmitter controllers 26 may be
provided, one for controlling the transmitter assignment
unit 28 and one for controlling the mapping unit 14.
[0075] Figure 7 shows an embodiment of an optical
OFDM receiver according to the present application,
which is based on the receiver of figure 3. The same or
similar components are designated with the same refer-
ence numerals and description thereof is omitted.
[0076] The optical receiver according to the present
application further comprises a receiver controller 34, a
data assignment unit 36 arranged between the symbol
detectors 46 and the outputting unit 48, and a descram-
bler 38. The receiver controller 34 controls the data as-
signment unit 36 such to assign the signal information
detected in a plurality of OFDM subcarriers to respective
words. This allows usage of redundant signal information
received in multiple subcarriers for detecting a particular
word, thus improving noise resistance and increasing
OSNR. The assignment of the signal information to a
word or to a plurality of words may be changed in re-
sponse to the required bandwidth.
[0077] The assignment unit 36 may alternatively be
arranged between the inverse mapping unit 44 and the
symbol detectors 46. Thereby, the assignment of the
OFDM subcarriers to the symbol detectors may be con-
trolled. Due to the redundant transmission of at least a
part of the data to be transmitted, a more reliable data
transmission is achieved.
[0078] Particularly, the symbols detected by a plurality
of symbol detectors 46 are assigned to a single word W0
to WN-1. The plurality of symbol detectors may act as
coupled receivers. Preferably, at least one of the symbols
detected by the symbol detectors and assigned to the

single word is descrambled in the descrambler 38. The
descrambler 38 may apply an inversion, delaying and/or
phase shifting of the signal information. Typically, the
steps performed by the receiver 31 and in particular the
descrambler 38 should be synchronized with the steps
performed by the corresponding transmitter 11 and in
particular the scrambler 30. This could be performed by
a joint protocol used in the transmitter 11 and the receiver
31.
[0079] For example, a decision unit 39 may average
signal information before assignment to symbols in the
symbol detectors 46, thus increasing reliability of the
symbol detection. Signal information may be Viterbi-
processed by symbol detectors 46. Alternatively, a ma-
jority voting based on values derived by a plurality of the
symbols detectors 46 may be performed in order to im-
prove symbol estimation reliability.
[0080] The transmitter controller 34 may also control
the inverse mapping unit 44 such that the spacing be-
tween the received OFDM subcarriers is changed in re-
sponse to the required bandwidth.
[0081] The optical OFDM transmitter and the optical
OFDM transceiver may exchange signaling information
with respect to the actually required payload transmission
rate. The optical OFDM transmitter may also calculate
the required payload transmission rate based on the in-
putted signal s[n] or adjust the payload transmission rate
in response to a received instruction.
[0082] The present application provides the advantage
that independent of the payload transmission rate of the
transmitted signal a constant power is fed into an optical
channel. Moreover, the constant optical power is distrib-
uted over a constant OFDM frequency band independent
of the actual payload transmission rate. Thereby non-
linear effects in the optical channel can be avoided, when
transmission of a signal over a long distance is required
by a given OSNR when using a comparably low payload
transmission rate of, for example, less than 5 GHz. In
order to vary the payload transmission rate of an OFDM
system, it is possible to vary the number of allocated sub-
carriers, the number of transmitted bits per subcarrier
and/or the symbol rate at constant number of bit per sym-
bol.
[0083] It should be noted that the description and draw-
ings merely illustrate the principles of the proposed meth-
ods and systems. It will thus be appreciated that those
skilled in the art will be able to devise various arrange-
ments that, although not explicitly described or shown
herein, embody the principles of the invention and are
included within its spirit and scope. Furthermore, all ex-
amples recited herein are principally intended expressly
to be only for pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in
understanding the principles of the proposed methods
and systems and the concepts contributed by the inven-
tors to furthering the art, and are to be construed as being
without limitation to such specifically recited examples
and conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting
principles, aspects, and embodiments of the invention,
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as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to en-
compass equivalents thereof. Furthermore, it should be
noted that steps of various above-described methods
and components of described systems can be performed
by programmed computers. Herein, some embodiments
are also intended to cover program storage devices, e.g.,
digital data storage media, which are machine or com-
puter readable and encode machine-executable or com-
puter-executable programs of instructions, wherein said
instructions perform some or all of the steps of said
above-described methods. The program storage devices
may be, e.g., digital memories, magnetic storage media
such as a magnetic disks and magnetic tapes, hard
drives, or optically readable digital data storage media.
The embodiments are also intended to cover computers
programmed to perform said steps of the above-de-
scribed methods.
[0084] In addition, it should be noted that the functions
of the various elements described in the present patent
document may be provided through the use of dedicated
hardware as well as hardware capable of executing soft-
ware in association with appropriate software. When pro-
vided by a processor, the functions may be provided by
a single dedicated processor, by a single shared proc-
essor, or by a plurality of individual processors, some of
which may be shared. Moreover, explicit use of the term
"processor" or "controller" should not be construed to re-
fer exclusively to hardware capable of executing soft-
ware, and may implicitly include, without limitation, digital
signal processor (DSP) hardware, network processor,
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA), read only memory (ROM)
for storing software, random access memory (RAM), and
non volatile storage. Other hardware, conventional
and/or custom, may also be included.
[0085] Finally, it should be noted that any block dia-
grams herein represent conceptual views of illustrative
circuitry embodying the principles of the invention. Sim-
ilarly, it will be appreciated that any flow charts, flow di-
agrams, state transition diagrams, pseudo code, and the
like represent various processes which may be substan-
tially represented in computer readable medium and so
executed by a computer or processor, whether or not
such computer or processor is explicitly shown.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting data at a variable payload
transmission rate over an optical channel (62, 64,
66, 68, 70, 72) using OFDM, wherein the optical
channel (62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72) comprises a prede-
termined OFDM frequency band which is divided into
a number M of OFDM subcarriers; and wherein a
first optical signal carrying first payload data with a
first payload transmission rate is transmitted with a
first transmission power; said method comprising:

 transmitting a second optical signal carrying
second payload data with a second payload
transmission rate different from the first payload
transmission rate with a second transmission
power distributed over the predetermined
OFDM frequency band;
wherein the first and second transmission power
are essentially equal.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

 dividing the second payload data into a plu-
rality of successive OFDM symbols, each
OFDM symbol having a number N of words (X0
- XN-1), each word comprising at least one bit;
wherein N is smaller than M;
 assigning the N words (X0 - XN-1) to N of the
M OFDM subcarriers (2, 4, 6, 8), referred to as
the assigned OFDM subcarriers, respectively;
and
 assigning a word of the number N of words
to an unassigned subcarrier of the M OFDM sub-
carriers (2, 4, 6, 8); thereby yielding the second
optical signal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the first optical signal
carries the first payload data using all of the M OFDM
subcarriers (2, 4, 6, 8); the method further compris-
ing:

 assigning a word of the N words to all unas-
signed subcarriers of the M OFDM subcarriers
(2, 4, 6, 8).

4. The method of any of claims 2 to 3, wherein

 the N assigned subcarriers are adjacent sub-
carriers in the predetermined OFDM frequency
band;
 the N words are assigned to the N assigned
subcarriers in a first order; and
 words of the N words are assigned to at least
a portion of the unassigned subcarriers in a sec-
ond order; wherein the second order corre-
sponds to the first order, or the second order is
reverse to the first order.

5. The method of any of claim 2 to 4, further comprising:

 prior to assigning a word of the N words to
an unassigned subcarrier, scrambling data com-
prised in the word assigned to an unassigned
subcarrier, wherein said scrambling comprises
one of: inversion, delaying and/or phase shifting
of the data.

6. The method of any previous claim, wherein a portion
of the M OFDM subcarriers is inactive for the trans-
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mission of the second optical signal, wherein the in-
active portion of the M OFDM subcarriers is sur-
rounded by two active OFDM subcarriers, thereby
yielding an increased frequency spacing between
adjacent active OFDM subcarriers, the method com-
prising:

 increasing a transmission power of the active
OFDM subcarriers.

7. A method for receiving data at a variable payload
transmission rate over an optical channel (62, 64,
66, 68, 70, 72) using OFDM, wherein the optical
channel (62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72) comprises a prede-
termined OFDM frequency band which is divided into
a number M of OFDM subcarriers; wherein a first
optical signal carrying first payload data with a first
payload transmission rate is received at a first power;
said method comprising:

 receiving a second optical signal carrying
second payload data with a second payload
transmission rate at a second power distributed
over the predetermined OFDM frequency band;
wherein the first payload transmission rate is
higher than the second payload transmission
rate; and wherein the first and second power are
essentially equal thereby providing a higher sec-
ond power-to-payload-transmission-rate ratio
than a first power-to-payload-transmission-rate
ratio; and
 extracting the second payload data using the
increased second power-to-payload-transmis-
sion-rate ratio.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein at a corresponding
transmitter

 a portion of the second payload data has been
modulated onto at least two of the M OFDM sub-
carriers;
the method further comprising:
 extracting signal information from the at least
two of the M OFDM subcarriers; and
 exploiting redundancy from the extracted sig-
nal information to determine the portion of the
second payload data by at least one of: averag-
ing the extracted signal information, Viterbi-
processing the extracted signal information, or
majority voting based on values derived from
the extracted signal information.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

 descrambling signal information extracted
from a subcarrier of the at least two of the M
OFDM subcarriers, wherein said descrambling
comprises at least one of: inversion, delaying

and/or phase shifting of the extracted signal in-
formation.

10. An optical OFDM transmitter configured to transmit
data at a variable
payload transmission rate over an optical channel
(62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72), wherein the optical channel
(62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72) comprises a predetermined
OFDM frequency band which is divided into a
number M of OFDM subcarriers; wherein a first op-
tical signal carrying first payload data with a first pay-
load transmission rate is transmitted with a first trans-
mission power; said OFDM transmitter comprising:

 a demultiplexer (10, 12) configured to divide
second payload data into a plurality of succes-
sive OFDM symbols, each OFDM symbol hav-
ing a number N of words (X0 - XN-1), each word
comprising at least one bit; and
 a mapping unit (14) configured to modulate
a word of the N words onto a subcarrier of the
M subcarriers; thereby yielding a second optical
signal carrying second payload data with a sec-
ond payload transmission rate different from the
first payload transmission rate with a second
transmission power distributed over the prede-
termined OFDM frequency band;

wherein the first and second transmission power are
essentially equal.

11. The transmitter of claim 9, further comprising an as-
signment unit (28) and transmitter controller (26)
configured to

 assign a word of the N words to at least two
subcarriers of the number M of subcarriers;
and/or
 deactivate a portion of the M OFDM subcar-
riers for the transmission of the second optical
signal, wherein the inactive portion of the M
OFDM subcarriers is surrounded by two active
OFDM subcarriers, thereby yielding an in-
creased frequency spacing between adjacent
active OFDM subcarriers and increase a trans-
mission power of the active OFDM subcarriers.

12. An optical OFDM receiver, configured to receive data
at a variable payload transmission rate over an op-
tical channel (62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72), wherein the
optical channel (62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72) comprises a
predetermined OFDM frequency band which is di-
vided into a number M of OFDM subcarriers; wherein
a first optical signal carrying first payload data with
a first payload transmission rate is received at a first
power; the optical receiver comprising:

 a reception unit (32) configured to receive a
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second optical signal carrying second payload
data with a second payload transmission rate at
a second power distributed over the predeter-
mined OFDM frequency band; wherein the first
payload transmission rate is higher than the sec-
ond payload transmission rate; and wherein the
first and second power are essentially equal
thereby providing a higher second power-to-
payload-transmission-rate ratio than a first pow-
er-to-payload-transmission-rate ratio; and
 a processing unit (34, 36, 44, 46, 48) config-
ured to extract the second payload data using
the increased second power-to-payload-trans-
mission-rate ratio.

13. The receiver of claim 12, wherein at a corresponding
transmitter the second payload data has been divid-
ed into a plurality of successive OFDM symbols,
each OFDM symbol having a number N of words (X0
- XN-1), each word comprising at least one bit; where-
in N is smaller than M, and at least one of the N words
has been modulated onto at least two of the M OFDM
subcarriers; wherein the processing unit (34, 36, 44,
46, 48) comprises a receiver controller (34) and a
data assignment unit (36) configured to

 extract signal information from the at least
two of the M OFDM subcarriers; and
 exploit redundancy from the extracted signal
information by at least one of: averaging the ex-
tracted signal information, Viterbi-processing
the extracted signal information, or majority vot-
ing based on values derived from the extracted
signal information.

14. A WDM network comprising

- a first OFDM transmitter configured to transmit
a first optical signal at a first wavelength, the first
optical signal carrying first payload data with a
first payload transmission rate with a first trans-
mission power; and
- a second OFDM transmitter according to any
of claims 10 to 11 configured to transmit a sec-
ond optical signal at a second wavelength, the
second optical signal carrying second payload
data with a second payload transmission rate
with a second transmission power; wherein the
first payload transmission rate is different from
the second payload transmission rate; and the
first and second transmission power are essen-
tially equal.

15. The WDM network of claim 14, wherein the first pay-
load transmission rate is higher than the second pay-
load transmission rate; thereby providing a higher
second power-to-payload-transmission-rate ratio
than a first power-to-payload-transmission-rate ra-

tio; the network further comprising:

- an optical channel (62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72) con-
figured to transmit the first and second optical
signal;
- a first OFDM receiver configured to receive the
first optical signal at the first wavelength and to
extract the first payload data; and
- a second OFDM receiver according to any of
claims 12 to 13 configured to receive the second
optical signal at the second wavelength and to
extract the second payload data using the in-
creased second power-to-payload-transmis-
sion-rate ratio.
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